Vietnam’s Bach Ma National Park in Thua Thien Hue range has been comparison for a construction of a world’s initial saola tact centre, that is scheduled to be inaugurated in late 2017 or early 2018.

Wild saola camera-trapped in Bolikhamxay Province, Laos in 1999

The proclamation was done during a second-annual World Saola Day on Jul 9 by a Vietnam’s Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development in technical partnership with a Saola Working Group (SWG).

The plan outlines a poignant miracle for a general partnership, in building a first-ever charge tact module for a saola, an antelope-like mammal, so singular that no biologist has ever seen it in a wild.


With a support and imagination of some of a world’s premier margin charge organisations, heading conservation-oriented zoos and a governments of both countries, we are well-positioned to make a disproportion before it’s too late, he said. However, before bringing any animals into a centre, a group will need to find them. Since a class w— initial detected in 1992, usually around 10 saola have ever been prisoner alive, all held by locals in Laos and Vietnam. The final saola famous to be prisoner alive was in 2010, in a encampment in Laos. It die

The many new camera trap photos were taken in 2013, when a WWF camera trap held images of inlet haven in executive Vietnam. It was a initial print prisoner of a saola in a furious for some-mc

According to WWF-Vietnam Country Director Van Ngoc Thinh, we are in a competition opposite : saola and it will take an all-out bid to safeguard their survival—through serf tact and increasing(t) opposite poaching, wildlife trade and medium destruction.
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